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ABSTRACT

Desensitization of heterogeneous explosives by shocks too weak to
initiate propagating detonation occurs because the preshock desen-
sitizes the heterogeneous explosive by closing the voids and making it
more homogeneous. A higher pressure second shock has a lower tempera-
ture in the multiple shocked explosive than in single shocked explo-
sive. The multiple shock temperature may be low enough to cause a
detonation wave to fail to propagate through the preshocked explosive.

INTRODUCTION

Shock initiation of heterogeneous explosives proceeds by the
process of shock interaction at density discontinuities, such as voids,
which produces local hot spots that decompose and add their energy to
the flow. The released energy strengthens the shock so that when it
interacts with additional inhomogeneities, higher temperature hot spots
are formed and more of the explosive is decomposed. The shock wave
grows stronger and stronger, releasing more and more energy until
propagating detonation occurs, The process has been numerically mod-
eled using the technique called Forest Fire.’ It describes the decom-
position rates as a function of the Pop plot (the experimentally meas-
ured distance of run to detonation as a function of the shock pressure)
and the reactive and nonreactive Hugoniots.

lt has been observed that preshocking a heterogeneous explosive
with a shock pressure too low to caus? propagating detonation illthe
time of interest can cause a propa~ating detonation in unshocked expl(l-
sive to ftlil to continue propagating when the detonation front arrives
at the previously shock explosive. The resulting explosive desensiti-
zation was modeled using a Forest Fire decomposition rate that was
determined only by the initial shock pressure of the first shock wav~
passing through the explosive.z lhis model could reproduce tlw expt’ri-
mentally observed explosive desensitization of TAIB (triaminotrinitro-
benzene) exclusives previously shocked by short duration 2b and
!iO-kilobar pulses. It could not reproduce the observed results ior low
or high preshuck pressure that do not cause a propagating detonation to
faii.

Ihe study to determine the mech~nisrn of the explo~ivp d~~(~nsitiza-
tion by preshocking using a ttlre~-dim~ll~i(]llalredctivl’ hydrmlynamic
model 01 the process wa~ describud in rofor~ncc 3. With till’mvt:hilni~m



determined, it was possible to modify the decomposition rate to include
both the desensitization and failure to desensitize effects.

The three-dimensional modeling study demonstrated that the desen-
sitization occurs by the preshock interacting with the holes and eli-
minating the density discontinuties. The subsequent higher press~re
shock waves interact with a more homogeneous explosive. The multiple
shock temperature is lower than the single shock temperature at the
same pressure, which is the cause of the observed failure of a detona-
tion wave to propagate in preshocked explosives for some ranges et’
preshock pressure.

The modification indicated by the three-dimensional study to the
Forest Fire decomposition rate being limited by the initial shock
pressure was to add the Arrhenius wts law to the Forest Fire rate.

The Forest Fire rate for TATB is shown in Fig. 1 along with the
Arrhenius rate calculated using the temperatures from the HOM equation-
of-state for the partially burned TATB associated with the pressure as
determined by Forest Fire. We will examine several explosive desensiti-
zation experiments using a burn rate determined by Forest Fire limited
to the initial shock pressure and the Arrhenius rate using local par-
tially burned explosive temperatures.

EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES

Dick’ performed a PHERMEX radiographic study of detonation waves
in PBX-9502 (95/5 Triaminotrinitrobenzene/Kel -F binder at 1.894 g/cm:’)
proceeding up a 6.5- by 15.O-cm block of explosive that was preshocked
by a 0.635-cm steel ~laLe moving at 0.08 (S~,ot 1698) or 0.046 cm/ps
(Shot 1914) . The static and dynamic radiograph for Shot 1698 are shown
in Fig. 2. The preshocked PBX-9502 explosi’.e quenches the detonation
wave as it propagates intu the block of explosive.

Travis and Campbe115 performed a series of experiments studying
desensitization of FJBX-9404 (94/3/3 HMX/Nitrocellulose/CLl at
1.844 gm/cm:l) by shocks. The PBX-9404 explosive was 8 x 4 x 1/3 in.
and cemented to a thick sheet of Plexiglas. It was immersed irlwater
at various distances from a 6-ir~,-diam. sphere of PtlX-9205which served
as the preshock generator, Wlwrl the arrangement was fired, a detona-
tion swept downward through the !’BX-9404 and encourltured an upward-
spreading shock wave from the PBX-92Ub gerwrator. lvents were phutu-
graphed with a framing camera.

Ihey concl~ d that ‘IKI~fpt~n~lt~~llin P13X-!J404is nut qu(’nched ~Y
a preshnck of 7.5 kbars. Arl ii-kl~arinltlal bhuck pressur~ required a
ti,lf’lapse of about G ps bl+~ure the d~”t~rlatiullwave failful arl(la
Z!rkbzr preshuck required IPSS than 1 ps.
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The experimental geometries studied using PtiERMEX shown in Fig. 2
numerically modeled using a reactive hydrodynamic computer code,
that solves the Navier-Stokes equation by the finite-difference

techniques described in Ref. 1. The users manual for the 2DL code is
descr<bed in Ref. 7. For explosives that have been previously shocked,
Craig* experimentally observed that the distance of run to detonation
for several multiple shocked explosives was determined primarily by the
distance after a second shock had overtaken the lower pressure shock
wave (the preshock). To approximate this experimental observation, we
programed the calculation to use Forest Fire ratlss determined by the
first shock wave or the rates determined by any subsequent release
waves that result in lower pressures and lower decomposition rates. As
suggested by the three-dimensional study, we added the Arrhenius rate
using the local partially burned exploslve temperatures to the Forest
Fire rate. The HOh!equation-of-state and Forest Fire constants used to
describe P9X-9502 ()(0290)and PBX-9404 are given in Ref. 1.

Th~ calculated pressure and mass fraction contours for PHERMEX
Shot 1698 are shown in Fig. 3 along with the )*adiographic interfaces.

The 2DL calculation had 50 by 33 cells to describe the PBX-.95O2
and 50 by 5 cells to describe the steel plate. The mesh size was 0.2 cm
and the time step was 0.04 ps.

The PHERMEX shot was nume~”ically modeled using various velocity
steel p~ates. The results are shown in Table I. The results agree
with the experimental ~videllce that detonation wave failure occurs in
preshocked l/\TB shucked by steel plates with velocities of 0.046 a~d
0.08 cm/ps.

TABLE I. 9502 Desensitization Calculations

r

Steel Plate Preshock
Velocity Pressure
(cm/ps ) (kbar) “-

0,020 9

i).030 14
l).045 23
0s000 IJ’J

0.100 70

0.170 90

0, 160 130
0.200 180

.—.. -..——— - - -—---- .—

l)rtonates preshucked HL

tails in preshocked H[
l~lls in preshocked HE
Fails in preshocked HE
Fails in preshocked iiE

Detonates preshocked HL
and after 1,3 cm run

Detunates preshockul H[
lll~tunatespreshockvd HI” I.—..-.-—.- . ...—-.... ---
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The Travis and Campbell experiments described previously can be

evaluated using calculated multiple shock temperatures and solid HMX
Arrhenius constants determined from Craig’s single crystal shock ini-
tiation data described in F?ef.3.

The results are shown in Table II. Induction times less than
().2 ps were calculated for the 7-kbzr preshock thdt was observed to
fail to quench a detonation wave. Induction times of 0.35 to 4 ps
were calculated for the preshock pressures observed to have a time
lapse before the detonation wave failed. Larger induction times were
calculated for a 50-kbar preshock pressure; however, the 50-kbar pre-
shock would build to detonation in 0.4 cm or 0.75 ps.

The experimental observations of Travis and Campbell are consis-
tent with the desensitization being caused by the preshock making the
explosive more homogeneous and reducinq the explosive temperature upon
arrival of the deto~ation wave by the mfiltiple shock process.

TABLE 11. 9404 Multiple Shock Results
,— —
I

I First Shock Second Shock Temperature Induction Time*

I
(kbar) (kbar) (°K) (ps)

360 1669 0.051
7 3:0 1442 0.198

10 360 1368 0.345
15 360 1267 0.821
20 360 1185.1 1.87
25 360 1117.9 4.04

50 360 916,8 84.4

*Solid HMX, E = 34.5 kcal/g, Z = 4.0 x 104 ps--i

The radiograph (1746) of a PBX-9502 detonation wave initiatsd by
12.7 nnnComposition B-3 and a P-O.81 plane wave lens turning an embedd-
ed aluminum corner is shown in rig. 4. Till’c~lculated density and mass
fraction contours are shown in Fig. 5 ~long with the radiographic
interfaces.

lhe jet initiation and pelletr’ation01 bare explosive ha~ been
numerically modeled in Kc?. 8, lhe initiation of explosives by jets
that. first penet?at.e barriers of inert materials in contact with the
explosive has been shown to result in decreased sensitivity of tho
explosive to jet impact..!’ Ihe bow shock wave that travels ahead of j(ht
through the barrier call desensitize the explosive sufficiently that i:
calwmt be initiated by the higher pressure !Iwerad n(’ar tlw jc~.
interface.



To illustrate the effect of desensitization by preshocking re-
sultin

i
from jets interacting with barriers in contact with explo-

sives, we modeled the interaction of a steel jet with an initial
velocity of 0.75 cm/ps and diameter of 0.15 cm with Composition B and
with a steel barrier in contact with Composition B. The equation-of-
state constants, Forest Fire, and Arrhenius rates used for Composition
B are described in Ref. 1.

Figure 6 shows the initiation of detonation by the steel jet
interacting with bare Composition B. Figure 7 shows the calculated
interaction of detonation by the jet interacting with 0.3 cm steel
barrier and Composition B if desensitization does not occur. Figure 8
shows the calculated failure to initiate the Composition B when de-
sensitization by the bow shock ahead of the jet is permitted to occur.

Tilese calculations model the effect of barriers that result in
decreased sensitivity of explosives to jet impact.
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FIGuRE 3
lIu prmsuro Md MLS fraction contours for a daonatiofi
tawa in PBI(-9502 intrrtcti~ with osplotivo that had Men
Frcwioucly shockod to 50 kbirb. The PHERMEY ‘idiographic
lnL@rf~Cck arr shmn. TM utt fraction contour Intcrtial i,

FIGURE 2
Static and dynamic radiograph 1698 of PBX-9502 shocked by a 0.635-cm-
thi:k steel plate going 0.08 cm/ps and i~litiatedby 2.54 cm of TNT and
a P-40 lens.
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FIGURt 6
The dm$!ty ●nd at55 fraction contours at 1.0 PS
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●t 0.75 cm@ penetrating Compu5i ion B.
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